The AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION recognizes Optometry students in their third or fourth year of school who show leadership skills when serving their profession, their patients, and their community.

RULES AND REQUIREMENTS
All nominations for the AOSA Student of the Year Award shall conform to the following requirements:
1. Nominations are to be submitted using the form below. A statement not to exceed 1,500 words should accompany the nomination explaining the primary reason the nominee should be named as award recipient.
   - Anyone can nominate.
   - The nominee cannot be a member or former member of the AOSA Board of Trustees.
   - Nominee must be a member of the AOSA/AOA.
2. Supplemental information (i.e., letters of recommendation, curricula vitae, etc.) may also be attached to the application.
3. The completed nomination form must be submitted by February 12, 2024.
   Use this link to register.

JUDGING AND SELECTION
The Student of the Year will be selected by the AOSA/AOA Awards Committee, comprised of AOSA and AOA Trustees, and honored and recognized throughout 2024.

$1,000 grant from the AOSA!
Must attend OM to receive grant
Deadline to register 2•12•2024

2023 Student of the Year, Cattyn Parks (left) with AOSA President Emily Benson (right) at Optometry’s Meeting in Washington, D.C.